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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The CCAPS program’s research on institutional capacity for natural disasters examines the causes of variation in government policies to reduce the risk of, prepare for, and respond to natural disasters. Natural hazards, such as floods, drought, earthquakes, and tropical cyclones, do not necessarily result in disasters, but they present a clear policy challenge for national governments: how does a country prepare for the often unexpected? This brief presents the methodologies used to investigate how governments answer this question. Through a qualitative analysis of ten African country case studies, this study provides a comprehensive evaluation of existing explanations for variation in government efforts to develop disaster management capacities. The research strategy also helps to overcome limitations of previous analyses focused on a small number of cases or inadequate quantitative data, thereby providing new insights into the practice of disaster preparedness.
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NATURAL DISASTER PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE

Natural disasters are a frequent risk around the world, facing developing and developed countries alike. The ability to deal with natural hazards, and the potential disasters associated with them, however, differs dramatically across countries. Within the African continent, where countries such as Mozambique have developed institutional structures to manage disaster preparedness and response, other countries, such as Togo, have done little to respond to increasing risks associated with flooding and droughts in the region.

National governments play a key role in shaping disaster management, and thus affecting the nature of this variation across countries. Yet, analysts have little leverage for understanding why national governments take, or fail to take, a particular stance toward investment in activities that should reduce the overall vulnerability of their countries to natural hazards. This lack of knowledge is not due to a shortage of theories or explanations of why some countries do better at preparing for and preventing disasters. Many possible explanations exist—e.g. differences in economic resources or differing political incentives—but these theories have not been rigorously tested to see which explanation alone or in combination with others does the best job of explaining why there are such differences in countries’ responses to disaster risk.

The CCAPS program’s research on institutional capacity for natural disasters aims to provide a current assessment of natural disaster management capacities in a set of African states and to offer the first comprehensive empirical test of arguments regarding states’ incentives to invest in disaster management activities. Based on an extensive literature review, the research documents the range of explanations posited in social science and policy literature on the...
potential factors influencing government policies regarding natural disaster management. This study thus considers potential explanations related to countries’ perceived risk of natural hazards, economic strength, electoral incentives and democracy, political development, foreign aid, civil society, and relationships with external actors. These alternative explanations are then tested, using case-based evidence from ten African states.¹

AREAS OF FOCUS

This research approaches the question of natural disaster preparedness and response primarily from the perspective of national governments. It attempts to understand the potential causes of government decisions regarding investment in countries’ abilities to reduce the risk of, prepare for, and respond to disasters.² In order to do so, the study attempts to explain variation in national policies, and the implementation of those policies—the primary dependent variables—while setting aside other related topics, including the decision-making of international aid agencies and local non-governmental organizations, as well as the dynamics of post-disaster recovery.

The study pursues some of the most prominent potential explanations of how diverse factors affect a government’s political will to invest in disaster preparedness and response. However, the constraints of a highly complex area of analysis remain. In order to gauge the quality of government capacities to prepare for and respond to natural shocks, it is necessary to have some sense of both the outcomes of natural shocks and potential explanations for what leads to those outcomes. The study also assumes that national policies have some independent effect on the outcomes of natural shocks. This latter assumption is complex and potentially problematic for two main reasons. First, explanatory models of disaster outcomes often rely on a long causal chain involving many factors—such as electoral conflict, population dispersion, and climatic patterns—and are themselves very complex, poorly understood empirically, and often subject to random shocks. Second, researchers can all too easily conflate one concept (such as “outcome” in terms of disaster deaths) with a logically related one (such as “outcome” in terms of how much money was invested in preparedness and response), making comparisons within and across seemingly similar research initiatives quite difficult.

This study has thus sought to test the relationships between potential explanatory factors—the independent variables—in a rigorous manner, with attention to these complexities and the need for caution in comparing a diverse set of natural shocks. This brief outlines the methodology and boundaries of this study, while keeping in mind that the characteristics of countries can have complex relationships that are difficult to parse in any single research initiative.

The research considers a range of issues within a local “neighborhood” of relationships that are relevant to disaster risk. The primary topics of study were hazard experiences and expectations, expectations about external capacity and whether the international community would mobilize aid in the event of a disaster, general political and economic conditions, political will and investment, and national institutional capacity (shown in white boxes in Figure 1). Related issues of hazard magnitude, actual external capacity and aid, local capacity and household resilience, and disaster outcomes are closely related areas outside the focus of this research (shown in gray boxes in Figure 1).

The study reviews and pursues some of the most prominent potential explanations for how diverse factors affect a government’s political will to invest in disaster outcome mitigation, as manifest in the commitment of money, skilled personnel, and political capital to address disaster risk. The study also examines how selected bureaucratic and institutional factors mediate between that investment input and the subsequent perceived capacity of national institutions to carry out those functions they are funded to perform. The term “national institutional capacity” is used to encapsulate both the effectiveness of pre-hazard risk reduction programs and post-hazard response and recovery programs.
EVALUATING DISASTER INVESTMENT AND CAPACITY

The research design utilized a paired comparison model, in which each country was evaluated in conjunction with one neighboring country. The principal goal was to establish comparisons in which the paired countries face as similar a set of natural hazards as possible, and often the same specific hazard, to facilitate comparison of the responses by national and local governments to similar hazard profiles.

At the same time, countries were selected to incorporate the range of natural hazards typical to the African continent—including drought, floods, and tropical storms or cyclones—and to incorporate countries from across the continent. The resulting country pairs cover all of Africa’s sub-Saharan regions: Senegal and the Gambia, Ghana and Togo, Ethiopia and Kenya, Malawi and Mozambique, and Zambia and Zimbabwe (See Figure 2).

As a starting point for structuring the analysis, this study draws on the Hyogo Framework for Action, established at the World Conference for Disaster Reduction in 2005, which is a United Nations strategy that guides government activities with regard to natural hazards. The framework outlines a set of five overall priorities for countries to shape policies for disaster risk reduction over the period 2005-15 (see Table 1).

National disaster programs are analyzed in relation to these priorities. Research teams drew on information collected through interviews and secondary materials to evaluate the progress of each country on all aspects of the Hyogo Framework. The material collected was standardized through a single set of interview guides and list of data to be collected. This information was then shared across teams and collaborative discussions were used to compare progress within the set of country cases. The entire research team then scored countries relative to each other on each element of the framework. Though this coding strategy does not allow for comparisons to countries outside the study, it provides for within-study analyses of progress to date that can then be used to evaluate the set of alternative explanations.

Even within this structured framework, evaluating investment in disaster policy is a difficult task, as acknowledged by much of the previous literature. While many countries have established specific departments or ministries to oversee disaster-related activities, funding is often spread across departments and lack of budget transparency in many states is still a hurdle. In addition, dual-use investments such as infrastructure, which have functions during both disaster and non-disaster periods, may not be formally...
predicated on disaster risk but nevertheless form the backbone of a country’s ability to cope in the event of a disaster. An understanding of relevant spending in these areas must often be estimated through imprecise information from state and non-state actors involved in disaster-related activities.

To respond to these difficulties, this study focuses on those explicit, dedicated channels of investment whose predominant focus is disaster risk reduction and associated budget items that may contribute to the overall capacity of the state to manage natural hazards. In addition, the research team has sought to leverage an understanding of investment disparities within countries: while the total value of overall investment may be difficult to quantify, interviewees were prompted to discuss the locations and sectors in the country that were the main focus of attention, to gain insight into institutional priorities and motivations.

This research design does not resolve an inherent problem of research based on a small number of cases, which is the presence of many potentially important independent variables and an insufficient number of cases with which to sufficiently test each potential cause of variation. However, it does allow for the collection of expert narrative opinion from national, international, NGO, and "ground-level" stakeholders about the causes of national political commitment, resource investment, and institutional effectiveness regarding disaster risk reduction.

The qualitative, comparative case design was used in large part due to a number of fundamental limitations in current quantitative modeling related to natural hazards. First, as international organizations note, "there are no universal standards for archiving environmental parameters for defining hazards and related data. Data exchange, hazard analysis, and hazard mapping thus become difficult," not to mention the difficulty of analyzing the factors associated with hazard outcomes.

Second, there are no standardized scales that capture the magnitude of the shocks that are used to measure hazard input. Great strides have been made on standardizing ground-level accelerations during earthquakes, but this is the exception rather than the rule and is made possible by the unique features of seismic events. Researchers are still far from being able to express a shock in generic units of "potential death" or "potential damage."

Third, it is difficult to find standardized magnitude data for disaster outcomes. Databases on historic disasters differ in their sources and are subject to serious concerns about reporting bias, where countries with less pervasive media coverage, less international attention, or less capable government bodies may tend to show fewer events or a broader spread of estimates of outcomes than they would otherwise. Improvements in reporting coverage over time also make comparisons between outcomes of recent shocks and those of just a few decades ago highly problematic.

Given this range of difficulties with quantitative research on natural hazards and their effects, this study opts instead for the complications of qualitative research. The approach is also one that is appropriate to preliminary empirical research, in that researchers evaluated a wide range of potential explanations, rather than one primary explanation. Because the theoretical literature highlights a large number of potential explanatory variables, discussed below, without providing clear justification for privileging any particular explanation over the others, an inclusive approach was most appropriate for this stage of discovery.
The study conducted field interviews to gather information on specific policies related to disaster preparedness; collected primary government data on disaster spending, natural hazards, and related policies; and collected secondary data from media, NGO, and academic reports. Researchers combined all of this information to produce comparative studies of disaster policy experiences in each paired case.

### EXISTING EXPLANATIONS FOR INVESTMENT

A primary goal of this study’s empirical analysis was to collect data to test existing explanations posited in academic and policy literature regarding national investments in disaster management capacity. This section provides a review of the key arguments proposed to date and tested in this study (see Appendix).

The research team considered each of these potential explanations for all of the country cases. In order to do so, the researchers developed questionnaires for field interviews that addressed each alternative explanation, in addition to questions for gathering information related to the Hyogo Framework priorities. Specialized versions of the questionnaire were also developed to draw on the diverse knowledge of different audiences: government officials, representatives of non-governmental organizations, and academics. The team was then able to collect comparative information on the relevance of each explanation across interviewees and countries. The findings from these interviews, as well as analysis of primary government documents and

### Table 1. Hyogo Framework Priorities for Action

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRIORITY</th>
<th>EXAMPLES OF ACTIVITIES AND PROPOSED OUTCOMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Ensure that disaster risk reduction (DRR) is a national and a local priority with a strong institutional basis for implementation | • National institutional mechanisms with designated responsibilities  
• Inclusion of DRR in development policies and planning  
• Assessment of human resources and capacities  
• Political commitment to addressing DRR  
• Community participation |
| 2. Identify, assess, and monitor risks and enhance early warning | • Risk assessments and maps  
• Indicators on DRR and vulnerability  
• Early warning mechanisms and people-centered information systems  
• Scientific and technological development including data sharing, space-based earth observations, climate modeling, and forecasting |
| 3. Use knowledge, innovation, and education to build a culture of safety and resilience at all levels | • Information sharing and cooperation  
• Networks across disciplines and regions  
• Use of standard terminology  
• Inclusion of DRR in school curricula  
• Training on DRR for communities and local authorities  
• Increased public awareness and use of media for public education |
| 4. Reduce the underlying risk factors | • Sustainable ecosystems and environmental management  
• DRR strategies integrated with climate change adaptation  
• Food security for resilience  
• Protection of critical public facilities  
• Recovery schemes and social safety nets  
• Public-private partnerships  
• Land use planning and building codes  
• Rural development plans and DRR |
| 5. Strengthen disaster preparedness for effective response at all levels | • Increased policy, technical, and institutional disaster management capacities  
• Dialogue and coordination between disaster managers and development sectors  
• Regional approaches to disaster response with risk reduction focus  
• Preparedness and contingency plans  
• Emergency funds |

secondary materials, were subsequently used to score each potential explanation for its relevance in each country. The general argument of each explanation is considered here.

**Perceived Risk**

A key factor for states’ disaster policies is likely to be the overall perceived risk of future hazards. In countries hard hit by disasters in the past, analysts link the experience of casualties, infrastructure damage, and economic loss to efforts to reduce the risk of similar losses in the future. In addition, previous experiences interacting with diverse national and international organizations in the disaster response process are hypothesized to increase efforts to develop disaster management capacities.

The literature on this topic tends to emphasize the formalization of national knowledge about expected future hazards as the key parameter in that knowledge having an impact on investment decisions. This study thus collects empirical evidence to test the relationship between the perceived risk of a natural hazard and the likelihood that a government will instate policies to prepare for those hazards.

**Economic Strength**

Economic arguments also predominate in much of the disaster literature, with the typical expectation that wealthier governments will spend more on prevention. However, authors differ on the underlying logic of how economic factors impact disaster risk reduction (DRR). For example, with regard to earthquakes, Keefer et al. posit that “the opportunity costs of expenditures to limit earthquake mortality are higher in poor countries, so that rich countries should respond more strongly than poor countries to higher earthquake propensity.” Other literature instead highlights the potential negative feedback effects from increasingly devastating disasters, which can threaten the productivity of wealthy countries or regions within countries, while also weighing down poor economies and further dampening their ability to invest.

This study brings together data on economic resources and market conditions to assess the importance of strong economic conditions for spurring investment in disaster preparedness and response capacity.

**Electoral Incentives and Democracy**

The nature of a country’s political system is also expected to play a role in its investment in disaster preparedness. Analysts have become increasingly aware that disaster policies are directly linked to political incentives, which can differ dramatically across countries. A range of factors, however, can affect the nature of political incentives. While authors such as Kahn posit that democracy, in general, is associated with fewer deaths from natural disasters, Keefer argues that democracy, or electoral competition, alone is insufficient for explaining variation in disaster outcomes.

Instead, Keefer, Neumayer, and Plumper suggest that institutionalization of the party system can boost the propensity of governments to prepare for natural shocks, in particular earthquakes, by increasing the demand for public goods provision. Specifically, “in countries where citizens or members of the ruling party can more easily sanction leaders for poor performance, leaders should respond more quickly to higher earthquake propensity.” They argue that this characteristic, which can arise in both democratic and nondemocratic regimes, is even more relevant for policy outcomes than electoral competition on its own.

Electoral conditions may also shape the distribution of disaster spending, both in terms of preparedness and response. Cohen and Werker argue that governments may target spending to favor “regions that are politically aligned with the party in power.” Here, politicians in democratic environments may be more affected by “electoral myopia,” in that they invest only in expectation of the next election, rather than for long-term preparedness. Authoritarian regimes may thus be more likely to invest in overall, rather than targeted, preparedness.

The expectation of future natural shocks may also interact with electoral conditions to affect policy. Spending on disaster preparedness is often difficult to translate into electoral benefits. Keefer outlines this argument in noting that, “Building codes, early warning systems, disaster relief planning and floodplain management are all difficult for citizens to observe. Even if individuals can observe them, they cannot easily assess the contribution they make until a disaster occurs.”
As a result, and because it is easier to evaluate the quality of spending on response, multiple authors highlight that voters are more likely to reward response spending than spending on preparedness and mitigation. However, as natural shocks become more frequent, citizens may become less likely to punish politicians for the preparedness activities that then reduce the chances of a negative electoral response when a shock does occur.

To evaluate how these various electoral incentives impact spending on disaster preparedness, mitigation, and response, this study collects empirical data on election histories, electoral results, and other measures of democracy.

### Political Development

Another political factor impacting DRR may be the overall character of government institutions. In particular, the degree of development in the bureaucracy and the presence of corruption in government operations may shape the quality of programs put in place to prepare for or mitigate the effects of natural shocks. With regard to corruption, officials’ willingness to skim funds from programs intended to support preparedness and response, or to accept bribes from individuals and companies attempting to affect regulations or avoid their enforcement, can limit the quality of policies put into place. In the case of earthquakes, Escaleras et al. argue that such corruption is a key factor in the enforcement, or lack thereof, of building codes.

Political development more generally concerns the degree to which the bureaucracy is meritocratic and insulated from political whims in the implementation of policy. As Evans and Rauch have shown, the extent to which government agencies use meritocratic recruitment and offer predictable career paths can be linked to policy outcomes such as economic growth. Bureaucracies with more meritocratic policies may then also be better able to promote other policy outcomes, such as those related to disaster preparedness. Similarly, the degree to which bureaucrats are insulated from political interference may affect their ability to implement new policy initiatives.

This study analyzes country case evidence, including measures of corruption and evaluations of bureaucratic politicization, to assess how a country’s level of political development impacts its effort and ability to respond to challenges from natural hazards.

### Foreign Aid

Another key argument in the literature draws on the idea of moral hazard in foreign aid. As Cohen and Werker argue, “governments underinvest in disaster prevention when they know that they will be bailed out in the event of disaster.” Keefer outlines a more nuanced impact of aid, arguing that, “Aid has two potential and offsetting effects. One is to loosen budget constraints that prevent countries from investing in ex ante disaster risk reduction…. However, past aid is a signal to countries of the amount of aid that they can receive in the event of a disaster…and countries substitute post-disaster relief for pre-disaster risk reduction.”

Raschky and Schwindt provide an empirical test of this hypothesis in the case of earthquakes, storms, and floods. They find evidence to support a predominantly negative effect of aid in the case of storms, but the results are ambiguous for floods and earthquakes. These findings suggest both that analysts and practitioners should be cautious in overestimating the negative effects of aid and that there is reason to consider the type of natural shock when evaluating the incentives for investing in preparation and mitigation.

The inverse of this explanation is that countries not expecting to receive international support in the event of a disaster will be more likely than others to invest in preparedness. This assertion is in some cases referred to as the “pariah” state explanation.

This study gathers evidence on international aid, donor relationships, and domestic spending to assess whether the influence of foreign aid helps explain the behavior of states in disaster preparedness and response activities.
foreign aid helps explain the behavior of states with regard to disaster preparedness and response activities.

**Civil Society**

Civil society organizations often play a part in promoting, and engaging in, disaster preparedness activities. The presence of local non-governmental organizations in a country implies the availability of actors who can directly engage in disaster preparedness and who may have an indirect influence on disaster-related spending through lobbying efforts directed at the national government. In the former case, these organizations may take over responsibilities from the state, either by contract or of their own volition, when state capacity is insufficient. During non-crisis periods, this often takes the form of general services such as education and health, but civil society actors also engage in activities specific to disaster risk reduction and preparedness.

To investigate the relevance of civil society to levels of disaster preparedness, this study gathers evidence on the presence and activities of civil society in general, and disaster-oriented NGOs in particular.

The strength of civil society may also impact disaster preparedness in cases where civil society groups take over responsibilities from the state, either by contract or of their own volition, when state capacity is insufficient.

**External Actors**

A similar argument can be made for the role of international actors in promoting disaster risk reduction and preparedness. Here, entities such as international aid agencies and international non-governmental organizations may again play both direct and mediated roles in disaster-related activities. Direct actions include implementation of preparedness projects and support for local NGO activities. State actors may then learn from these activities and adopt related state-led programs. External actors may also work directly with the national government, supporting activities such as development of risk reduction and preparedness plans, building state disaster management institutions, and funding-related initiatives.

In addition to international actors, domestic governments may learn from the activities of their neighboring states. Particularly where countries in the same region face similar natural hazards, the disaster preparedness activities of one country may serve as an example to their peers. Under these circumstances, countries where state leaders are exposed to more developed natural disaster programs in nearby states may also exhibit greater investments in disaster risk management.

This study thus collects and evaluates information to examine whether the involvement of external actors in disaster-related activities is associated with stronger national disaster preparedness programs, and if so, how.

Through this methodology, using qualitative empirical evaluation of largely untested explanations of disaster investment in five country case pairs, this research offers a unique and comprehensive perspective on the factors influencing national government policies to invest in disaster management capacity.
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APPENDIX

This study sought to test the range of existing explanations posited in academic and policy literature regarding national investments in disaster management capacity. Field research gathered empirical evidence to test seven primary explanations, each associated with several related sub-components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERCEIVED RISK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If governments perceive that the risk of a natural hazard is high, then they will invest more in preparedness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If a country has experienced more natural hazards/disasters in the past, then the government will invest more in preparedness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If a country anticipates more natural hazards in the future, then it will invest more in preparedness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If a country (or region) is small, then it will invest more in preparedness (given the greater threat of a hazard to the country’s overall welfare). This encompasses an argument about local areas being more likely to invest in preparedness than central governments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If a country is at risk of large natural shocks (but not necessarily frequent), then it will be more likely to invest in preparedness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If the at-risk population is concentrated in smaller areas, less money will be required to offer them the same level of protection, and so less will be spent. This half-conflicts with the smaller country will spend more theory, but only in the geographic sense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If the at-risk population is wealthier or more productive than the national average, then more money will be spent on DRR to protect them and their contribution to the economy/tax base. If they are a drain on resources, less will be spent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECONOMIC STRENGTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If a country has resources to spend on disaster preparedness, then it will be more likely to spend in this area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If a country has a higher GDP, then it will be more likely to spend on preparedness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If a country receives a large amount of international aid, then it will be more able to spend on preparedness. This contrasts with the foreign aid argument.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If there is a vibrant market economy, then there will be more investment in preparedness. This will be due to: Market actors pressuring the state to protect their own investments or market actors engaging in their own preparedness activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If a country is constrained in its spending, and preparedness is seen as a substitute to development spending, then the government will spend less on preparedness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELECTORAL INCENTIVES AND DEMOCRACY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If a government perceives disaster preparedness to be electorally beneficial, then it will spend on preparedness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If events are rare, then governments will not invest in preparedness, because efforts will be hard to measure and thus electoral benefits will be limited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If a government has differing support across regions of a country (including from particular ethnic groups), then it will invest more in preparedness in areas dominated by its supporters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If politicians perceive that citizens respond more to disaster response than to preparedness, then they will spend less on preparedness and will spend more if a natural disaster happens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If the media gives more attention to preparedness activities (thereby increasing the likelihood of an electoral benefit), then governments will invest more in preparedness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If preparedness spending has spillovers into areas that are likely to help politicians electorally, then they will be more likely to invest in preparedness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If the population suffers from an acute natural shock, then they are less likely to hold the government responsible than they are for slow-onset disasters, and so governments will invest less in being ready for more acute shocks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If a government is in a country with a more advanced democracy, then it will invest more in preparedness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If there are competitive elections in a country, then the government will be more likely to invest in preparedness because it is more likely to be held accountable by the population.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Political Development
If a government is more developed (in terms of the quality of its bureaucracies and the quality and independence of bureaucrats), then it will prepare more for disasters.

- If a country’s politicians are more corrupt and if international aid flows are more easily diverted into rents than preparedness funds, then the government will be less likely to invest in preparedness.
- In general, if a country has more corrupt politicians and bureaucrats, then they will invest less in preparedness.
- If government agencies are largely insulated from politics, then they will be more likely to engage in preparedness activities.
- If local officials, who have more first-hand knowledge of and exposure to risks, are in control of budgets and projects, then the country as a whole will spend more on preparedness.

### Foreign Aid
If governments anticipate that other actors will spend on preparedness or response, then they will spend less on preparedness.

- If a country expects international aid in response to a natural hazard, then it will invest less in preparedness.
- If a country believes that its security situation would deter effective external aid, especially on the ground, then it will invest more in preparedness.

### Civil Society
If there is a strong civil society, then there will be greater investment in preparedness.

- If civil society actors pressure the state to invest in preparedness, then the state will invest more.
- If there is a strong civil society, then civil society actors will engage in their own preparedness activities.
- If there are strong local kinship networks, then local actors will invest more in preparedness.

### External Actors
If a government has greater exposure to disaster preparedness from the actions of external actors, then it will invest more in preparedness.

- If a state is proximate to states that are investing in preparedness, then it will invest more in preparedness.
- If a state has more exposure to IOs and NGOs that promote preparedness, then it will invest more in preparedness.
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